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Rezumat. Generarea Crucialilor de forrná regulată prin limbaje pleturate ín această lucrare este prezentată 
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The fractal textures are more and more often used in computer graphics since they can 

model properly 3D-flgures and natural forms and they have the advantage of representing the 

models on a plane surface Fractals can have regulat forms, based on repetition of a motif 

(primary detail) or randomizing forms, which are defined probabilistic They can be built 

starting from curves, surfaces or figures and they are defined either by a flinction or by a 

construction rule [2]

Regular form fractals can be generated using a language of commands for drawings 

(images) [1] Given a set of graphical primitives (corresponding to a set of drawing 

commands), from which one or more starting pnmiftves (primary detail) are chosen, we will 

apply a transformation to this initial set, then to the obtained set of primitives we will apply 

again the same tiansformation and so on, as many times as we want Finally, the resulting set
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of pnmitives represents the desired fractal, respectively if the result is a string of commands 

then the fractal will be obtained executing these commands

Let’s consider the set C=(c,,c2, ,cp}, containing the graphical primitives which form 

a fractal family These primitives can be drawn by coiresponding graphical commands So, 

we can achieve a drawing executing a string of such commands

Let S = { x,x2 xm / m>0, x„x2, ,xm G C } be the set of command strings obtained 

by concatenation of the elements from the set C A family of variable fractals of regular 

type is a set of fractals which have been obtained starting from a primary detail D G S, which 

is developed step by step according to a transformation rule f  C->S, rule which is applied to 

every graphical primitive (command) This tiansformation gives the development rule for a 

primitive and is specific to every fractals family

The development function which allows a fractal to be transformed entirely with an 

iteration is

t S -*S, t(x,x2 xm) ’
f(x,), if m=l 
f(x,)f(x2) f ( x j ,  if m>l

(where uv represents the concatenation of u and v)

The development of a fractal after n iterations (n "years") is described by the function 

t n S —S t n(X )’ t(X), if n=l 
t n l(t(X)), if n> 1

We can say that t"(D) returns the commands stnng representing the fractal in the n-th 

step of the development This observation makes us think that we can define a fractals family 

specifying the pnmitives set C, the pnmary detail D, and the development rule f

F=(C,D,0. n=l,2,

The definition of the transformation rule f will use the following function
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Since this function is bijective, we can construct the reverse function, which will simplify the 

definition of the function f

Example 1 Let’s consider the following set 0{r,u,l,d} where 

(r.uj.d) is (— [3] 

and f (x) = X Next(x) x Next"‘(x) x , V x E C 

(x concatenated with Next(x), concatenated with x, ) and D=r 

Then t‘(D) , t2(D) , t3(D) , represent the following family

Either in constructing or in recognizing a fractals family defined in the way we 

described, the following property of the development function is very useful

The above property can be proved by complete induction as follows

for n— 1 t‘(XY) = t(XY) = t(x,x2 xmly,y2 ym2) = 

= f(x,)f(x2) f(xml) f(y,)f(y2) f(y„p>

= t(x,*2 xm)) t(y,y2 yro2) = t(X)t(Y) ,

Figure 1

f(XY) = f'(X) t"(Y)

assuming that tnl(XY) = tn,(X) f f Y )
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then t"(XY) = r'(t(X Y)) = tnl(t(X)t( Y)) = tnl(t(X))tn '(t(Y))=

= tn(X)t"(Y)

This property allows us to draw a fractal succestvely on sections and also to analyze 

a fractal reducing it at its subfractals which compounds it 

We consider now another two examples 

Example 2 Let C=(r,e,u,f,l,g,d,h} be the set with

Example 3 Let C={u,b,c} be the set with 

(a,b,c) = (-’■.y H  ,

and f(x),= x Next(x) Nexf’(x) x x , and D=abc 

Then t'(D) , t2(D) , t3(D) , generate the family

The set C might contain even compound primitives (2D-figures or 3D-figuies), and 

in this situation when we represent the fractals we should achieve a projection of the structure

and f(x) = Next(x) Nexf'(x) x , and D=urdl

Then t‘(D ), t2(D) , t3(D) , represent the following family

Figure 2
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XX XX
Figure 3 

14]

Some fractal transformations can be achieved modifying the commands string t"(D) 

through some operations

1) Scaling the figure can be increased к times, applying the following function

sk S ->  S , s4x,x2 хт)=х,кх2к xmk . 

to the string tn(D)

2) Translation a figure can be translated к times on the direction of a primitive c if we 

apply the function

dbk(X) = ckX 

to the string X -  f(D)

3) Rotation the function pk defined below achieves к lotations of the fractal

pk(x,x2 Xn^Nex^x^Nexf'Cxj) Nextk(x,„), kEZ 

The rotation can be performed with an angle multiple of 45, 60 or 90 grades, depending on 

the selection of the primitives Since the order of the primitives in the set C is important, we 

must icspect the anticlockwise direction We notice that the function p has the following 

property pk(t"(X)) = tn(pk(X)) This property simplifies the computation in fractals 

geneiation, fiactdls which have a primary detail compound from more than one pnmitive
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Let’s consider again the second example 

t"(urdl) = t"(u)tn(r)tn(d)t"(l) =

= f1(u)f’(Nexf2(u))fl(Next4(u))tn(Next2(u)) =

= f  ( u ^ P > ) ) tV ( u ) ) tn(p2(u)) = ■

= tD(u)p-2(tn(u))p4(tn(u))p2(f(u)) .

We notice that we can compute f(u) one time, then the commands are executed, eventually 

transformed by the rotations p'2, p4 and p2

If wé have to recognize a fractals family then we will proceed as follows we find the 

primitives, construct the corresponding commands string, we decompose the commands string 

in substrings of length equal with Дх), then every substring f(x) is substituted with x We 

apply the same action to the resulting string until we obtain D [5] The commands string t2(D) 

from the second example,

ru rd r uluru rurdr drdld ru rdr , is transformed by f 1 in

rurd r -*■ r , uluru -* u , ru rd r -*■ r  , drdld -* d and ru rd r -»■ r, then the resulting string 

rurdr, which is f(r), is substituted by r s
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